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Abstract  
With the e-commerce developing, some mine enterprises established its own websites in order to provide network services. Now, 
these enterprises have to provide more services for the competition of e-business. The extend services as annexes are proposed. 
When the additional service added the original protocols of the e-commerce service changed. Because these actions may lead to 
some security hole the additional services should be checked. How to hold the security of e-business protocols is in front of us. 
We solve this problem by model checker (NuSMV) which can verify the security property. We analyze the additional service and 
show how to verify the additional services by model checker. This method can reduce the state spaces of the new service 
compounded by the original service and the extend one, and also provides a good way to check faults in the joint between the 
annex and the origin one. 
 
Keywords: e-commerce; network security; model checking 
1. Introduction 
With the e-commerce developing, some mine enterprises established its own websites in order to provide 
network services. Today, these enterprises have to provide more services for the competition of e-business. The 
rapid developed Internet-based business has inspired researchers’ interest in fair, safe and efficient. These needs 
have delicately analyzed in early work [1-3] and designed for preventing intruders for being used in the open 
environment. Among e-commerce forms B2B describes commerce transactions between businesses, such as 
between a manufacturer and a wholesaler, or between a wholesaler and a retailer. For the benefit of a B2B market it 
can help mine enterprises save money for distribution of goods according to the order through open and distributed 
net. These lead to some security problems in the process. For example, some Hacker can forge the digital signature 
to swindle. However, with the time elapsing, some actions, such as some policies of online service changing, some 
services added, the special demands needed, would make the protocols of e-commerce change. These actions may 
lead to security vulnerabilities and deteriorate the problems of security. 
Model checking is one method to check the mistakes in some models. It can test automatically whether this 
model meets a given specification when a simplified model of a system given. Typically, the systems one has in 
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mind are hardware or software systems, and the specification contains safety requirements such as the absence of 
deadlocks and similar critical states that can cause the system to crash.  
For verifying the systems’ security properties, model checking as a good method spans the infinite behavior of a 
non-terminating system. After a system modeled, the property is described by specifying temporal logic formulas. A 
model checker converts property-formulas to state machines called property automata. And model checking can 
trace through all relevant states included in the protocol model and decide whether a system meets required 
properties [4-5].  
When the additional services launched the compound model of these process becomes more complex and needs 
to be verified for fault eliminating. In this paper we show how to deal with the additional services of e-commerce 
service and check whether the fault exits, the early work of the e-commerce security properties verification, and the 
new methods of verifying extend service and give a study case. 
2. Author artwork related work 
Security in e-commerce is a very important role. Oreku give an investigation to e-commerce security [1]. It 
should include the elements of CIA (confidentiality, integrity and availability) Triad and six needs: Access Control, 
Privacy/Confidentiality, Authentication, Non Repudiation, Integrity, and Availability. To ensure these, some 
verified methods are introduced, such as cryptography, authentication, digital signature, etc. So some protocols are 
built up like SET, ASW, VCC, VCPT, Netcash, NetBill. It is difficult to keep fairness without a TTP as one of the 
parties. Participants may disappear after receiving the final part of the first party’s item without sending its final part 
[6]. There are many excellent models of e-commerce have been given. In order to ensure the fairness in the 
interaction, models included TTP are introduced as three types.  
Pfeiffer [7] analyzed the Intershop’s e-commerce applications consisting of so called pipeline and the process of 
pipeline, then used LTL to specified the pipeline pattern, and tested whether the pipelines fulfill certain specification 
by Bandera(developed at Kansas State University). In the most recent work [8], Islam modeled the TTP and the 
participants in PRISME code, a language of a probabilistic model checkerb, and analyzed the key security objective 
of ASW protocol (an exchange protocol). These methods offer some versatile ways to check the flaws in e-
commerce protocols and correct the faults. These early works, whereas, did not discuss the case than how to deal 
with the extend service. 
3. Model of additional services in e-commerce 
3.1. Transaction model 
For simplifying the analysis of the process, some assumptions should be included. First of all, the TTP are trusted 
by both signers of the contract. Secondly, the message is encrypted and can not be unencrypted during valid time. 
Thirdly the intruder can not get the product when it is under control of the participants and the product ID can not be 
forged. Finally the transfer process of TTP must be safe and the product will not meet accident during transport. 
During the e-negotiation, after the buyer selects the goods and confirms the transaction, the payment would be 
received and temporarily kept in TTP (The trusted third party). Then TTP notes the seller to deliver the goods. After 
the buyer sends the message that he has received the goods and confirmed no quality problem with the goods, the 
payment would be transferred to the account of the seller. So far, the payment is end. According to the description 
above, the process involved three participants, the buyer B and the seller R, and one TTP, T. we can depict the 
process as follows: 
1) BÆR: m(R, B, posb_name, Price, volume, quanlity, …);  
2) RÆB: m(B, R, m_agree/m_reject);  
3) BÆT: m(B_ca,R,PID,con_type); 
4) TÆR: m(R, T_ca, PID, contract); 
 
b : More detail about PRISM can go to the site: http://www.prismmodelchecker.org/ 
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5) RÆT: m(T, R_ca, PID, ConID, m_agree/m_reject); 
6) TÆB: m(B, T_ca, ConID, m_agree/m_reject), iff (m_agree) T.save(contract); 
7) BÆT: m(T, chain(B_ca), TTP, ConID); if(verified(chain(B_ca)) T.save(money); 
8) TÆR: m(R, T_ca, m_saved); 
9) RÆT: RÆB: m(T, R_ca, P_delivered), and if(receive(m8)) R mail the product ; 
10) BÆT: iff(buyer receive the product) m(T, B_ca, P_received); 
11) TÆR: iff(receive(m10)) TTP transfer to seller 
For concision we use a function, m, to express message transmitting between participants. To analyze the process, 
we have divided the roles into two roles, buyer and seller. Firstly, the buyer sends the character of the product to the 
platform for matching his needs and gives a negotiation order to seller. And then the seller answers an agreement 
message or rejection one. If they reached to agreement the buyer apply to TTP for making a contract. TTP saved the 
contract and noted the buyer after the seller confirmed. Seller will deliver the product when he receives the message 
from TTP that buyer has saved money. At 7th step the buyer will send a chain of CA for supporting a series of 
certification. The buyer would send the message to TTP after he received the product and checked it, so TTP could 
transfer to seller. 
Additional service, refund model: For improving the service qualities, some additional services often provide as 
complementation. Return goods protocol is one of them. When the buyer can offer a valid proof to prove the product 
he received to be incorrect or bad quality, he can complain to TTP and claim for refund. If the buyer wants to know 
whether the product is correct he would go to the authorization department (Given TTP2) with the product. We 
present the transport company as TTP3 which carry the product to buyer. But TTP3 does not check the product’s 
quality. So buyer has to check the product at the receiving time, otherwise he would refer to TTP2. We depict the 
extend service as follows: 
1) BÆ TTP2: apply_verify(TTP2, B_ca, PID, evaluate_content); 
2) TTP2ÆB: evaluate_result(B, TTP2_ca, PID, evaluate_result); 
3) BÆR: m(R, B_ca, TTP2_ca, PID, evaluate_result, B_claim); 
4) RÆB: m(B, R_ca, PID, B_claim/negotiation, agree/disagree); 
5) BÆT: if(negotiation fail) m(T, chain(B_ca,TTP2_ca), R, evaluate_result, ConID, B_claim); 
6) TÆR: m(R, T_ca, contract, evaluate_result, B_claim, arbitrate_result); 
7) RÆT: m(T, R_ca, confirm); 
8) TÆB: m(B, T, solve_result); 
From that we can see that the additional service is complement of the main protocol without changing the 
original process. 
3.2. Analysis of the process 
We will use state diagrams to analyze the protocols for the model checking. Here we give the buyer state diagram 
and omit the seller’s. When we present the transition of the internal state of the buyer, we just stand on the high level 
description of the message but not involve details. The labeled arrows are used to represent the sending or receiving 
of messages which is to or from the participant labeled inside the arrow. The incoming arrows represent the message 
from counterpart and outgoing arrows represent the sending of a message. The state of buyer has been shown in Fig. 
1(a). The states in Fig. 1(a) are illustrated as follows: 
S0: The buyer matches the goods he/she wants and ready for sending the order message. S1: After sending the 
order message the buyer waits for the seller confirm the order. S2: Negotiate with seller and get the order token. If 
the opponent disagree the proposition, the buyer will change some items. S3: After been gotten the opponent 
confirm message, the buyer apply a contract to TTP according to negotiation and renegotiate. S4: When the seller 
checked and agreed the contract, the contract was built up and saved in TTP. Then the buyer saves the money, and 
waits for the goods. S5: If the goods agreed to the contract, the buyer would receive it. S6: if the goods did not agree 
to the contract or time expired, then the goods would be returned. S7: During the negotiation process, the buyer 
would get the rejection message if the seller reject to negotiation or time expired and he/she will resolve it by 
abortion. S8: The buyer will abort the negotiation or transaction. 
In the state of TTP (Fig. 1(b)) shows that the TTP is waiting for message from buyer or seller and will send it to 
opponent. Besides this, TTP maintains the database, saves the contract and status in order to arbitrate when debates 
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occur. Both buyer and seller can request to abort the process and send the abortion message to TTP. Then TTP 
checks the status and resolve the problems. If the product had not delivered the TTP will give the participants 
abortion message and stop the process. Otherwise, the TTP will go into the resolve process. 
      
Fig. 1. (a) State diagram of the buyer; (b) state diagram of the TTP 
In the state of TTP (Fig. 1(b)) shows that the TTP is waiting for message from buyer or seller and will send it to 
opponent. Besides this, TTP maintains the database, saves the contract and status in order to arbitrate when debates 
occur. Both buyer and seller can request to abort the process and send the abortion message to TTP. Then TTP 
checks the status and resolve the problems. If the product had not delivered the TTP will give the participants 
abortion message and stop the process. Otherwise, the TTP will go into the resolve process. 
As to the extend service we can look it as a sub-protocol. The sub-protocol, however, is a continuation and will 
execute after the main complete successfully. For analyzing of the process of the sub-protocols the buyer’s state 
diagram of sub-protocols is given in Fig. 4. This state diagram begins S5 from buyer’s state of main protocol. The 
TTPs’ and seller’s is omitted in this paper. 
3.3. Verifying additional service method 
According to the analysis we define a six-tuple M = (Σ, Q,π,δ, QT, Q0) to present the model of e-commerce. 
Definition 1: six-tuple M =(Σ, Q,π,δ, QT, Q0) is a Kripke structure, where Σ is a non-empty, finite set of 
propositional variables/propositions, Q is a (possibly infinite) set of states, π: Q → 2Σis a labeling function (which 
maps every state to the set of propositions true in this state). δ⊆Q×Q is a transition relation that is partial order. QT 
is the final state set of the system, and Q0 is the initial state set. So QT⊆Q, Q0⊆Q.  
This model is a transition system including final and initial state. We use a token, P, to present the set of players. 
For an e-commerce process it is can be defined as a transition system. Firstly, the participants hold the states 
belonging to Q at different time. When the system runs the start state of the participants is S0, that is S0Q0. Then 
all the character of each state can map to atomic propositional in Σ, so the state Q of the system can be expressed by 
the power set of Σ, i.e. π. One participant would change his state when he sends or receives a message. That is can 
be present byδ. We present the properties of e-commerce as a CTL formula φ, and verify whether the model satisfy 
the formula, i.e. M |=φ [4-5, 7-8]. 
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Fig. 2. The state diagram of sub-protocols 
The service changes with time elapsing. When a new service is added we assume that the original protocol 
doesn’t change, that is, the later only runs after the original finished. This is the character of extend service. We can 
descript them as line structure and define the tuple M’= (Σ’, Q’, π’, δ’, Q’T, Q0’). If there are more than one added 
sub-protocols we would use M’, M”, …. We often create new models according to them and verify the properties 
respectively when we want to check two or more protocols. Of course, the M’ can be verified by the same way.  
Whether the properties are held at the end of run of the two protocols (main and extend) is not explicit. But there 
are also some special useful characters of the extend service model: 
1) The additional service would not influence the main protocol to run. So the model of the main will not change 
when the extend service model is added at end of the original;  
2) The additional service would run after the main protocol accomplished. That is, the added models start at one 
final state of the original for it is an extend service. 
So we can compound the two models for making use of these special characters. We call this new compound 
model MC which is comprised of M and M’, and denote it by M; M’ (here we use CSP language). We get that the 
state product of MC is Q×Q’ and get O(mm’) states set, where m is number of statements of Q(Given| Q |). If there 
are more added sub-protocols the state spaces will expand to O(mn1n2...). That is, nevertheless, not what we want 
because of its expanded state space. There are certain optimizations which can be incorporated to reduce the state 
spaces by considering the start states of additional service and terminated states of the main. So we can get the 
proposition below: 
Proposition 1: M is a model of e-commerce protocol, M’ is a extend protocols of M. The relationship among M 
and M’ is M; M’. m=| Q |, m’= | Q’ |, n= | QT |, n’= | QT’ |, k’= | Q0’ |. So the state spaces of model checking can be 
reduce to O(m+m’k’n). 
Proof: Let∀ s0Q0, ∀ stQT, there is a transition s0 →s1, s1→  s2, …, st-1→  st. Let s0’Q0’, we can get s0’QT 
because of the second character above. So there exists s0’=st. The initial states of M do not change according to the 
first character. For the states of M except final states do not change too, the spaces of M don’t expand. The initial 
states of M’ will be QT×Q0’ and M’ will be copied k’n times at most. Then the state spaces of new model is smaller 
than m+m’k’n, i.e. O (m+m’k’n). Then the proposition is proved. 
If the relationship among M, M’ and M” is M; M’; M” we can just discuss M; M’ firstly. In Fig. 2, the state 
diagram begins S5 from buyer’s state of main protocol according to proposition 1. We add the state of extend 
service on the original model as a module and verified the properties. 
If the relationship among M, M’ and M” is M; (M’||M”), we would discuss the model respectively, and we get the 
1. Waiting for TTP2 result
Start: S5
6. Resolved the Claim
5. Waiting for the 
resolve result
T2
2. Get the result
Apply for resolve T
3.waiting for the message 
from R
apply_verify
Rm(B_claim)
T
Agree the 
ClaimR
T2 evaluate_result(bad quality)
4. Negotiation failed
Disagree the ClaimR
Negotiation 
ClaimR
Resolve msg
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second proposition. 
Proposition 2: M is a model of a e-commerce protocol, M’ and M” is the extend protocols. The relationship 
among M, M’ and M” is M; (M’||M”). m=| Q |, m’= | Q’ |, m”=| Q” | .n= | QT |, n’= | QT’ |, k’= | Q0’ |, k”= | Q0” |. So 
the state spaces of model checking can be reduce to O (2m+m’nk’+m”nk”) (proof is omitted) 
When we use these proposition we will hold the original model, and it can also reduce complex of our work. 
3.4. Result of security verifying 
As fairness protocol of e-commerce it should satisfies money atomicity, goods atomicity and valid receipt [4]. 
Besides these properties it starts with the preservation of CIA of data and computer resource [1]. There are still some 
securities requirements are needed as follows [1-2]:  
Access control: only allowing the legitimately require access to resource, which is a basic requirement; 
Confidentiality: including the transaction, communication and privacy security; 
Authentication: having the capability to deter who sent the message and from where and which machine; 
Non-repudiation: a property of the transaction which positively confirms that a client did indeed request the 
transaction in question and none has the ability to deny making the request; 
Integrity: ensuring that if the context of a message is altered, the receiver can detect it; 
Availability: defining in an information security context, ensuring that access data or computing resources needed 
by the appropriate personnel are both reliable and available in a timely manner. 
Some characters have analyzed and discussed in [9], such as authorization, escrow service. Here will we discuss 
some properties like non-repudiation, goods atomicity. We present these properties by CTL.  
Money atomicity effect the transfer of funds from one party to another without the possibility of the creation or 
destruction of money. The properties of Money atomicity can be depict by CTL. 
 
M |=? AF((buyer.receiveproduct→  seller. receivemoney=buyer.deposit)∨ (buyer.abort→  buyer.returnmoney 
=buyer.deposit))                                                                                                                                                 
(1) 
 
Goods atomicity guarantees that a seller receives payment only if the customer receives the product [4]. 
 
M |=? AX(buyer.receiveproduct ↔ seller.receivemoney)                                                                                  
(2) 
 
Non-repudiation can not be ensured if the TTP did not involve. So a fair and security protocol must satisfy it. The 
challenging part of non-repudiation protocols is to avoid one of the implied entities to cheat. The Non-repudiation 
needs buyer and seller get the evidence of each other.  
 
M |=? AF(seller.NR_B∧ buyer.NR_R)                                                                                                                
(3) 
 
NuSMV [10], free software, is a symbolic model checker developed as a joint project. NuSMV, a 
reimplementation and extension of SMV, has been designed as an open architecture for model checking, which can 
be reliably used for the verification of industrial designs, as a core for custom verification tools.  
When we represent the generalized correspondence money atomicity property in NuSMV, we use the flags 
introduced in the model. This is basic level of atomicity that each electronic commerce protocol should satisfy.  
The two former properties is not change when the extend service is added. But the non-repudiation property 
requires the product which is verified is the correct product that the seller mailed before. This property is changed as 
formula (4). 
 
SPEC AF(B_cae=1 & R_cae=1 & pid_is_complete=1);                                                                                    (4) 
3.5. Discussion of the deliver 
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TTP will obtain and reserve the evidence of the products when the sellers mail their products. But the sellers 
deliver theirs products directly, that is, the TTP3 will not reserve the evidence of the products. Then we assume the 
buyer is a deceiver and the product can be not replaced only if the product under the TTP control. We find the 
properties are still satisfied only if the product PID can not be forged. This is means there is a premise for the 
property satisfiability. The PID is correct and can not be forged for the encrypted e-goods. However, the list of this 
platform includes various products. These traits will not keep correct if the PID can be forged by deceiver and the 
formula (2) is unsatisfiable for MC. 
 
MC |≠AX(buyer.receiveproduc t↔ seller.receivemoney)                                                                                  (5) 
 
The buyer must check the product by himself according to this; otherwise he will receive a bad quality product 
during the original model. The additional service improves the QoS but the Non-repudiation property do not 
considered comprehensively. So the MC|=φ involves the product only if the PID cannot be forged. That means it is 
imprecision of the extend service. 
4. Conclusions 
In this paper we show how to deal with the additional service of mine enterprise’s B2B e-commerce. These e-
commerce protocols need to be verified for fault eliminating. And we analyze protocols with this method about non-
repudiation, money atomicity and good atomicity. With this method these enterprise can check its new business 
services in internet without changing its original services. 
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